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INTELLIAN INTRODUCES THE ALL NEW
1 METRE GLOBAL XPRESS TERMINAL,
GX100NX

New turn-key solution for Fleet Xpress features an all-in-one Below Deck
Terminal integrated with GX modem and mediator for simple installation and
operation

13 May 2019 – Intellian, the global leader of mobile satellite communication
antenna systems, is unveiling an all new 1m Global Xpress terminal,
GX100NX at the Intellian Asia-Pacific Partner Event being held tomorrow in



Seoul, Korea.

The Intellian GX100NX offers high-speed data and global operation, and
exceptionally efficient RF design for unrivalled link performance on the Fleet
Xpress service. It is also future-proof, with support for 2.5GHz Wideband Ka
networks and optimized reflector and radome. GX100NX users can also
unlock even higher levels of bandwidth with a 10W BUC option, which is easy
to install and requires no additional components.

Based on Intellian’s new NX technology platform, the GX100NX uses a single
coaxial cable, which combines Tx, Rx, and DC power, to simplify installation.
Its cutting-edge modular design results in lower cost of ownership
throughout the entire lifecycle, while improving reliability and streamlining
maintenance.

The GX100NX introduces a new ‘All-in-One’ GX Below Deck Terminal (BDT)
which integrates an antenna control unit (ACU), a modem, a power supply, a
4-port switch and a mediator in a single unit to further reduce the time and
cost of installation in Intellian’s Fleet Xpress Rack.

Reducing complexity further, Intellian also provides an upgraded antenna
management and control platform. The new AptusNX software includes an
installation wizard with a step-by-step commissioning guide for easier setup
and enhanced diagnostic capabilities, which sends an alert to the operator
when predictive maintenance is required.

Eric Sung, CEO of Intellian, commented, “We’re delighted to introduce the all
new GX100NX to the valued partners and customers at our APAC partner
event. With its future-proof and user-friendly design, our new Global Xpress
terminal will deliver performance, installation and servicing benefits to
diverse customers, especially those in the commercial shipping, oil and gas,
and yachting markets.”

The GX100NX will be commercially available at the end of June.
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For further inquiries, please contact:

Paul Comyns / VP of Marketing

Intellian Technologies USA

T + 1 949 727 4498 ext. 1301

Paul.Comyns@intelliantech.com

Sadie Brown / Marketing Manager

Intellian Ltd

T +44 2380 019 021 ext. 1612

Sadie.Brown@intelliantech.com

Saul Trewern

Saltwater Stone

T +44 1202 669 244

s.trewern@saltwater-stone.com

About Intellian Technologies, Inc.

Intellian is the global leader of mobile satellite communication systems for
maritime, government, military and MEO/LEO sectors. Founded in 2004,
Intellian is leading the way in driving innovation in the satellite
communications market. The industry’s top ranking companies choose
Intellian’s maritime satellite antenna systems to deliver connectivity when it
matters most.
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Intellian operates in 12 offices worldwide, including global logistics centers
in Asia, the Americas, and Europe, and is supported by a network of more
than 550 partners across the globe. Intellian Technologies Inc. is listed on the
Korean Stock Exchange, KOSDAQ (189300:KS).

More information may be found at www.intelliantech.com.
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